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JUNE 2011 BAUE PROJECT
The most common question from divers new to Point Lobos
is “Where should I dive?”. BAUE for its 2011 project tried to
answer that question by asking volunteers to first locate common
underwater areas and then describe how to navigate to and from
those areas. 13 enthusiastic divers turned up on Saturday, June 4th to
start the first of two days. The project management team of Gary
Banta and Mark Lloyd identified the common underwater areas that
would be used and teams of divers were assigned to capture data
about how to navigate from one area to another. Underwater video
[Pick the date] [Edition 1, Volume 1]
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and photo’s were also going to
be taken to further document
the paths and what structures
are visible but the visibility did
not cooperate for either day
and that portion of the project
will need to be completed at a
later time. The visibility was not
the only thing that did not go
well that day. The teams also
had to deal with driving rain
and heavy winds throughout
the day. As we were going
through the predive briefings the small tent that we were all huddled in was almost launched a couple
of times and it was all hands on deck to keep it on the ground. Sunday’s weather turned out to be
much better and a smaller number of divers turned out to gather more data for the mapping. All the
data is currently being put together on our website and will be available shortly. Thanks to all the divers
that participated and we hope you had a great time.

NAS Class
By Susan Bird
In May, BAUE hosted a 3-day certification course on underwater archeology and survey
techniques. The class was presented by archeologists Chris Underwood of the Nautical Archeology
Society (NAS), and Sami Seeb from the National
Park Service Submerged Resources
Center. Lectures, field drills, and confined water
practice was conducted at Wallins Dive Center,
with additional presentations and open water
activities taking place at Point Lobos.
The NAS training provided an overview of the history
of underwater archeology and included the
following topics: project design & management,
underwater survey techniques, data collection &
interpretation, conservation, and excavation,
recovery & preservation techniques for historical artifacts. We also participated in a lively discussion on
the ethical considerations of archeological excavation.
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We had a solid turnout for the event, with 20 divers attending the class and 11 BAUE members providing
support. In addition to BAUE members, GUE divers traveled from So Cal, Nevada, Colorado, and
Mexico to participate in the course.
To gain practical experience during the class, divers
surveyed and collected data from a hypothetical
archeological site created by the support teams. The target
area was set in shallow water near the boat ramp at Whalers
Cove. Divers used a base line, survey grids/frames,
measuring tape, and markers to catalog & sketch items that
were positioned at the underwater site.
Sketches and data were collected from each team directly after each dive by our Surface Support
Manager. Some of the data was later fed into an interactive software program called Site Recorder
that can create a 3-D virtual reconstruction of the site, including the location of artifacts.
In addition to the invaluable experience of working together
as a unified team, our members received an introduction to
underwater archeology and were given an opportunity to
apply a new set of skills. Some of these skills are readily
applicable to non-archeological endeavors, including our
mapping & nudibranch projects.
At the completion of the course, participants received
certification as NAS Level 1 and are encouraged to progress
to NAS Level 2 certification through the design & execution of an actual archeological survey.
Photos from the event can be found here: http://www.baue.org/images/galleries/v/events/NAS/
As part of the weekend festivities, a large gathering of BAUE members shared a delicious meal at
Siamese Bay. We were able to enjoy the presence of our guests of honor Chris Underwood, Sami Seeb,
and GUE VP Todd Kincaid in the relaxed setting of our favorite Monterey Thai restaurant.
Special thanks to Chris for flying from his home in Argentina to offer BAUE the NAS course and
presentation.

Swift Wreck Presentation at Any Water Sports
By Allison Lee
On May 17th, BAUE and Any Water Sports hosted a presentation by Chris Underwood about his work on

the wreck of the Swift. The British sloop of war Swift sank off Patagonia, Argentina in 1770, while
conducting surveys of the Falklands/Malvinas Islands where she was based. The wreck of the Swift was
discovered in 1982, having survived in a
remarkable state of preservation which is
reflected in the wonderful collection of
artefacts that have been discovered. Chris's
lecture brought to life the extraordinary
story of the Swift, her loss, discovery and
subsequent archaeological research. Chris
was also full of entertaining anecdotes
about his experiences on the project, and
available to answer questions about
underwater archaeology in general. The
lecture was quite a success, with around 40
people in attendance, most of whom were
not BAUE members.

Mexico News
By Beto Nava
In June, the Hoyo Negro team travelled to Tulum for another week of documentation at the Aktun-Hu
Cave. The week was centered on completing the mapping efforts for the upper tunnels of Hoyo Negro,
and collecting perimeter data at a depth of 110ft with the objective of adding the information to the
Hoyo Negro map.
The team also worked with Dr. Ed
Reinhardt from Mc Master
University in Canada, to collect
sediments samples and to
conduct additional tests to help
determinate some of the
mysteries of the site. Two main
sediments cores were collected
at Cenote La Virgen and Cenote
Itch-Balam. The cores will be
analyzed and dated to help
determine when these cenotes were first opened. This will help piece together the story of how the
human and animals deposits found their way to the site.
Several photo mosaics of the Pit
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were collected by Roberto Chavez with the assistance of the team. These mosaics will be integrated
into the map in the near future.
The team members were Alejandro Álvarez, Roberto
Chávez, Samuel Meacham, Jacob Mellor, Susan Bird,
Christophe Le Maillot, Eduard Reinhardt, Shawn Collins
and Alberto Nava. All the participants were certified in
Underwater Archeology by the NAS organization at the
Level I.

MEMBER NEWS
Boats
The yearly calendar is up to date with lots of activities
and boats planned. Please have a look and decide which boats you want to participate in.
http://www.baue.org/calendar/index.php

Member Statistics
New Certifications

60 paid, 10 Honorary.
Rec3
New members since March 31st
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